Abstract-Automatic recognition of Dialog-act (DA) is one of the most important processes in understanding spontaneous dialog. Most existing studies have been working on how to use various classifying methods in DA recognition; meanwhile, less attention has been paid to feature selection specifically. This paper introduces several textual features for DA recognizing, and proposes a novel usage for sentence structure features. Especially, this paper investigates the effect of discourse structure features in DA recognition, which are little studied before. The experimental results on both Chinese corpus and English Corpus show the selected features and feature combination rules significantly improve the overall performance. The accuracy of DA recognition rises from 77.05% to 88.21% on Chinese corpus, and from 59.08% to 64.92% as well on English corpus.
INTRODUCTION
Dialog-act (DA), defined as the meaning of an utterance at the level of illocutionary force (Austin, 1962) , reflects the intention of a speaker and the effect of a dialog utterance. DA has been widely used in language and speech processing, such as speech recognition (Dhillon et al., 2004) , spoken dialog system (Walker and Passonneau, 2001 ), summarization (Stolcke et al., 2000) , and spoken language translation (Reithinger and Maier, 1995; Sridhar et al., 2008) . DA automatic recognition is a necessary and meaningful step in dialog understanding tasks.
Over the few past decades, several projects on studying DA have been pursued. Verbmobil project (Reithinger and Maier, 1995) , Switchboard telephone speech corpus project (Godfrey et al., 1992) , and ICSI meeting recorder project (Morgan et al., 2001 ) are three noted projects. The Verbmobil project first used DA information into speechto-speech translation task. The latter two collected and annotated influential public corpora SWBD (Jurafsky et al., 1997) and ICSI-MRDA (Janin et al., 2003) respectively.
Over the few past decades, several projects on studying DA have been pursued. Verbmobil project (Reithinger and Maier, 1995) , Switchboard telephone speech corpus project (Godfrey et al., 1992) , and ICSI meeting recorder project (Morgan et al., 2001 ) are three noted projects. The Verbmobil project first used DA information in their speech-to-speech translation system. The latter two projects collected and annotated influential public corpora SWBD-DAMSL (Jurafsky et al., 1997) and ICSI-MRDA (Janin et al., 2003) respectively.
A variety of classification methods have been applied in DA recognition, including some traditional models, such as maximum entropy model and decision tree based classifier, as well as up-to-date machine learning techniques, such as Support Vector Machine (SVM) and graphical model. However, no much research has been done on comparing the effect of multiple features or feature combination correspondingly in the area of DA classification.
Actually, selecting valuable features over the redundant and the noisy is an effective strategy to get the more efficient and accurate classification. At the sentence level, Verbree et al. (2006) did some research on smart feature selection. They got a major improvement over baseline tested on different corpora. Jurafsky et al. (1998) also arrived at a conclusion that features' efficiency differ in DA identity, some features such as words and phrases are stronger than the others. Noticeably, the countable few previous works are mostly on sentence level; meanwhile, little research has been done on using discourse structure features as far as we know.
In this paper, we introduce several textual features at both sentence level and discourse level. The effect on feature selection and combination has been specially studied. Experimental results are given on both Chinese corpus and English corpus. The large improvement of overall accuracy proves the effectiveness of the selected features and feature combination rules.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 introduces the related work and analyzes the features used in existing approaches. Section 3 gives our motivations and details on feature selection. Experimental results are presented and analyzed in Section 4. Finally, Section 5 draws some conclusions and outlines the future work.
II. RELATED WORK
Automatic recognition of DA is a typical classification task, to which most of classical methods have been applied. Basically, the features used for DA classification may be obtained from separated sentence or whole discourse, known as sentence structure and discourse structure.
The following models are well-known in using sentence structure features: maximum entropy method (Ang et al., 2005) , decision tree based classifier (Mast et al., 1996) , and SVMs (Surendran and Levow, 2006) .
A few studies have been done on feature analysis at sentence level. Kral et al. (2006) proposed a sentence structure definition for automatic DA recognition. Verbree et al. (2006) did some researches on feature selection, and got a major improvement on different corpora using smart features. Features used in the above mentioned work are listed in Table 1 with author abbreviation.
Having investigated on the characteristics of the sentence structure features, we further classify the features into the following three types:
(1) Word level: consists of word units including unigrams, bigrams, trigrams, etc.
(2) Syntax level: consists of labels such as part-ofspeech (POS), chunks recognized as base noun phrase/verb phrase (BNP/BVP) and so on.
(3) Restraint information: refers to the syntactic or semantic constraints on units, including their position in utterance, weight of each feature in the two types mentioned above, utterance length, the frequency of units, and restraints on specific ambiguous words (known as word sense disambiguation (WSD)).
As shown in (Zhou et al., 2008) . Features used in these work are mostly previous speaker, previous DA or a DA sequence, namely, dialog history. Other discourse structure such as adjacency pairs (APs) and topics are rarely discussed.
The APs are paired utterances, defined as one kind of sociolinguistic facts about conversation structure, which is a reflection of dialog structure (Levinson, 1983 ). An AP consists of two parts produced by different speaker (Dhillon et al., 2004). Concretely speaking, the APs describe how participants might expect one type of dialog units to be responded to by another (Jurafsky et al., 1997) , such as question-answer, greeting-greeting, and so on. Galley et al. (2004) proved that AP information can help in identifying whether an utterance expresses an agreement or disagreement. They also believed that AP would be useful in other computational pragmatics research such as DA classification. However, no experimental work has been reported yet.
Bangalore et al. (2006) gave a DA discourse structure model in range of same topic. They described the DA sequence in both chunk-based model and parse-based model, which is used to do topic segmentation. One of their findings is that DA feature is not helpful for topic labeling. Unfortunately, they did not give any further discussion. Actually, the relationship between topic and DA differs in different topics. For example, in topic "Order-Item" in hotel-reservation domain, which includes booking rooms and other activities, the DA "Imperative" occurs more frequently than others. Determining the topic "OrderItem" would definitely benefit from DA information. Meanwhile, in some other topics, such as "Furnishing", "Time", the constraints between topics and DAs are less tight. Therefore, studies are needed to discover how the topic and DA relate to each other.
In summary, feature selection and combination for DA classification are still open questions. Although sentence structure features are more widely used than discourse structure features, research on feature analyses is scarce even at sentence level. Especially, only a few works have made use of both sentence and discourse structures so far.
III. OUR MOTIVATIONS AND METHODS
Based on the analysis above, our work will focus on feature selection and feature combination. We will present plenty of comparative experimental results using different features and feature combinations. Our motivation is making DA classification more efficient and accurate through feature selection and combination. Besides, we attempt to give an empirical direction on usage of several familiar features such as unigram and bigram.
In this section, we will introduce various textual features used in this paper.
A. Sentence Structure Features
We have proposed a novel division on sentence structure features Section 2, which includes word level, syntax level, and restraint information. Features used in this paper are listed in Table 2 .
(1) Word Level. For word level, we specifically refer to the unigram, bigram, and trigram. Considering the problem of data sparseness after n ≥ 3 (Surendran and Levow, 2006), we will also research on relations between performance and frequency of n-gram.
(2) Syntax Level. We get POS information using ICTCLAS Tagger BNP information is automatically annotated based on (Xu et al., 2006) . Once a chunk is labeled as BNP, it will be replaced by a tag regardless of its content.
(3) Restraint Information. Position information concerns the relationship between the ability a word acts to DA and its position in the utterance. There is a common belief that, at the DA level, words closer to the beginning and the end of a sentence are more important than the others.
For unigram, in an utterance U = u 1 …u i …u n , D(u i ) = |i-k|, k = (n+1)/2 denotes the relative position of word u i . D(u i ) increases symmetrically as u i appears nearer to the end or the beginning of the utterance. We introduce an exponential weight α on D(u i ) that controls the contribution of position feature to the unigram feature. Therefore, position information of unigram can be symbolized as (a).
For position restraint of bigram, we simply consider the first and last bigrams of an utterance as Ang et al.
Using multiple knowledge sources, we need a restraint to make sure the combination is effective. Therefore, we assign weights to different units at word level based on their length. We believe longer units contain more information. The specific value will be given empirically in the experiments.
We call the number of a unit appearing in corpus as frequency. Frequency is the direct representation of data sparseness, which also reveals the importance of a feature in a sense. For reducing the noise brought by data sparseness, data filtering based on frequency will make the training more efficient.
The average utterance length of Chinese dialog corpus is about 7 Chinese words including punctuation, since sentences are cut to make sure that an utterance only contains one specific DA label. Utterances with one single word are always "backchannel" or "accept" of speakers which belong to DA "s". Therefore, we assign a special sort of UL=1. For utterances with more than one words, we roughly divide them into 2≤UL≤10 and UL>10.
Ambiguous words are defined as words with multiple senses. Ambiguous words commonly exist in spoken dialogs, especially in the Chinese corpus. Particularly, in dialogs, the sense of an ambiguous word is always related to a specific DA. For example, " 是 还 (or / is still)" can be a query or a statement, as shown in the following examples:
(i) 你 是 要 单人 间，还是 双人 间 ? ( Do you want a single room, or double room ? )
(ii) 这样 还是 比较 好. ( It is still good. ) The sentences with these ambiguous words are always misclassified. Thus, we introduce the concept of WSD that contains several restraints for ambiguous words. In this paper, these restrains include word position, word sequence (WS) nearby ambiguous words, and punctuation of the utterance. When an ambiguous word is detected, it will be labeled with "B", "M" or "E" based on its position in the utterance. Then, punctuation of the utterance will be appended to the ambiguous word. The word sequence nearby ambiguous word will be considered only if length[WS] ≤ 5 and FQ ≥ 2 in corpus.
B. Discourse Structure Features
According to (Grosz and Sidner, 1986) , discourse structure supplies the information for conversational participants, so that they can determine how an individual utterance fits in with the discourse.
The topic information and APs are two basic representations of discourse structure. A conversation might be composed of several topics which are related to one another. The relationship between the utterances in the same topic is closer than the ones in different topics. AP describes the restriction between specific kinds of Das within the range of a topic.
IV. EXPERIMENT AND ANALYSIS

A. Data and Labels
In our experiments, we use Chinese human-human dialogs (CH corpus) (Zhou et al., 2008) in the domain of hotel-reservation. These dialogs are transcribed from conversational telephone speech and manually corrected. There are 174 dialogs, consisting of 6,208 utterances. The average utterance length is 7 words, about 12 characters.
The dialogs are labeled with DAs, APs, and topic information manually. There are two levels of DA tags: general tags which represent the basic form of an utterance (e.g., statement, question, etc.), and appended specific tags which represent the function or characteristic of an utterance. Specially, considering the ill-formed expressions in dialogs, a tag set called interruption is proposed, which contains 3 tags (abandoned, interrupted, and indecipherable). Each utterance contains one general tag or interruption tag. The specific definition of each subset is given in (Zhou et al., 2008) .
The tag set contains general tags and interruptions. The distribution of each tag over the entire corpus is given in Table 3 .
The APs contain the following relationships of the utterances: question-answer, greeting-greeting, offeracceptance, and apology-downplay.
As topic is closely related to the domain of the corpus, we divide the topics into the following 9 categories: Greeting <G>, Price <P>, Furnishing <F>, Time <T>, Contact-Information <C-I>, Check-Out <C-O>, OrderItem <O-I>, Ending <E>, and Others <O>.
B. Classifiers
As features belong to sentence structure or discourse structure are adaptive to distinct models, we employ an SVM classifier and an MDP model to process the two sorts respectively. MDP defined as a tuple {S, A, T, R} is utilized to predict the DA sequence based on discourse structure. S stands for dialog state, which is composed of speaker and DA history in baseline system (DSB). The more discourse structure information including TP and AP is then added into dialog state for comparative experiments. A as action set is also the value of DA prediction. T and R symbolize Transition Probabilities and Reward respectively. Thus, a DA prediction process is abstracted as a sequential decision process.
Finally, the predicting results of MDP will be trained as features of SVM classifier as Zhou et al. (2008) did.
C. Baseline Features
The baseline features are unigrams (UNI) including unigram words, and punctuations for SVM, and a dialog state (DSB) consists of speaker and the DA history for MDP.
We evaluate the performance of baseline features in CH corpus. The results are presented in Table 4 measured by accuracy with 5-fold cross validation.
#number of correctly predicted DAs 100% #total number of predicted DAs Accuracy = ×
We get an accuracy of 77.05% by using UNI in SVM, and an improvement of 1.06% by integrating MDP prediction using DSB.
D. Effect of Sentence structure Features
The sentence structure features are added into SVM in our experiments. The results are shown in Table 4 . The abbreviations of features can be seen in Table 2 . In feature combinations, '+' represents adding features, while '_' represents adding restraints.
Using BI and TRI alone get lower accuracies than baseline UNI. Note that adding BI to UNI hurts the performance seriously from 77.05% to 75.85%, which might be caused by two reasons: first, considering the size of CH corpus, the bigrams are too sparse for effective training; second, bigrams enlarge the dimension of features and bring noises which reduce the efficiency of valuable features. In contrast, after adding PST constraints to UNI (as α=1/2 in formula (a)) and BI, we get a higher accuracy of 77.90%.
To solve the problem of data sparseness, we use constraint FQ for selecting UNIs, BIs, and TRIs. Fig. 1 . The curve of UNI shows a steady improvement when FQ increases. The accuracy of BI gets the maximum as FQ = 100, while TRI gets the maximum as FQ = 20. According to our statistics, only 18.31% of BIs and 51.79% of TRIs are included to get the best performance.
We also experiment on all sorts of combination for UNI, BI and TRI, only a few typical results are listed in Table 4 . (UNI+BI)_FQ200 gets a better accuracy of 87.11% than other combinations. Actually, TRI does help when unites with UNI or BI separately. However, obviously, adding TRI to the UNI+BI set, the advantage of TRI information can not overcome the disadvantage of feature space expansion.
The irregular performance of TRI challenges the common view that longer units contain more information. However, longer units also result in more sparseness. In the following test, we adjust WT for UNI and BI, the accuracy first goes up and then down when WT charges from 1:1 to 0.5:1. The best result 87.21% is got when WT = 0.85:1, which seems to confirm that BI is more significant than UNI.
From the results we also conclude that UL does help in DA classification.
In experiments at syntax level, a slight improvement occurs when POS is appended to UNI. Meanwhile, BNP improves the accurate more effectively. In CH corpus, 10,457 BNPs out of 44,059 UNIs are recognized, which greatly reduces the size of feature space.
The experimental results reveal the following two deficiencies of features normally used in DA classification: feature sparseness and redundant feature space. For the first problem, we use FQ restraint to remove sparse features. For the latter one, we extract BNP chunks to obtain a refined feature set.
Finally, we investigate several ambiguous words. As shown in Table 5 , the disambiguation doesn't work well as we expected. On the whole, our restraint rules seem to be a little weak comparing with complicated situations of ambiguous words. For example, the word sequence restraint might disambiguate an ambiguous word as quantifier normally using in a statement utterance, while it actually acts as interrogative adverb. Moreover, a query needs to be further divided into "qy", "qw", or "qo" etc. To improve the performance of WSD, some semantic level restrains might be needed.
E. Discourse structure Features
The discourse structure features are added into DSB of the MDP model. Results are shown in Table 4 .
Noticeably, we use TP3 instead of entire 9 TPs in Table 4. That's because we find that only a few topics give positive results. The contribution of each TP is given in Table 6 .
Through investigation of corpus, we find that the improvement TP3 brought is closely related to a few specific DA tags. For example, 72.2% of "qh" and 61.4% of "qo" appear in TP <P> and <O-I>, while "is" in TP <C-I> and TP <O-I> takes 67.1%. It is obvious that the TP information can greatly improve the recognition accuracy of these DAs. Comparatively, the other kinds of DAs do not benefit from TP information.
Results show AP is an effective feature. This is because AP is the discourse structure description closest to DA. AP directly reflects the relationship between a pair of DAs, which can be considered as an essential structured DA sequence.
Based on performance and analysis of abovementioned features, we finally select a feature combination as shown in the last line of Table 4 . We get a large improvement of accuracy from the baseline 77.05% to 88.21%.
F. Application to a Public Corpus
To test the effectiveness of our selected features and combining rules, we also apply our features to the SWBD corpus (Jurafsky et al., 1997) . The SWBD is a public corpus of conversational telephone speech with DA annotation. The tag set in this paper contains 42 out of the original 220 DA-labels, similar to Stolcke et al. (2000) and Verbree et al. (2006) .
We choose 220 dialogs (40,382 utterances) randomly and perform 5-fold cross validation as we did in CH corpus.
As shown in Table 7 , features act similarly as in CH corpus. One exception is that UNI +BI gets better accuracy (59.21%) than UNI itself (59.08%), which differs from their performances in CH corpus. To find the reason, we did a comparable test on a smaller size of SWBD corpus. When we reduce utterances to 10,000, the accuracies of using UNI+BI and UNI itself are 53.41% and 54.95% respectively. It is clear that the efficiency of BI, or longer units compared with UNI, is not only related to the restraint information, but also to the size of the corpus.
In the SWBD corpus, we also get 5.84% improvement of accuracy using selected features and combination rules as shown in Table 7 .
V. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we introduce several textual features and propose a novel leveled feature structure for DA recognition. Comparative experiments are carried out to find out valuable features and combinations. The method has been evaluated on both labeled Chinese human-human dialog corpus, and public corpus SWBD. The experimental results on both corpora show significant improvement using the selected features and feature combination rules.
Especially, several effective features are first utilized in DA classification, including BNP in sentence structure and AP in discourse structure. Constraint information proposed in this paper is also remarkable for making better use of familiar features. In future work, to further improve DA recognition accuracy, we will study the AP structure and make use of longer units. In addition, the application of DA information, such as in spoken language translation and spoken dialog system will be considered.
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